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The network agent's to supplement information retrieval technology
design and trial
Naoyuki ISHIKAWA寸, Issei ISHIMOTO寸, and Kazunori UEDAT
t Faculty of Engineering, Kochi University of Technology Miyanokuchi 185, Tosayamada-tyou, Kochi,
782-8502 Japan
Abstract In recent years, various information and services have been available on the Internet. However, it usually
takes very long time to find information or service we need. To solve this problem, we propose a web information
search system based on concept of the intelligent network agent. In this system, the intelligent network agents
execute the several filtering instead of users and users can get information they need.
















































































































































































































































































































Smith:SimpleMove: Letつs move to !192.168.12.7:51)00
Result :







I am a Agent.
My name is Smith lilformation
Please Input Keyword
SmithrSimpleMove: Let's move to /192.168.12-7:5000
Result :
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